Nozzles & washing accessories

Accessories quick connect spray nozzles 293
Accessories wash brushes 299
Adjustable nozzles 291
Brush holder 300
Ceramic high pressure nozzles 277
CleanTechs rotating nozzles with carbide insert 289
easywash365+ brush holder 300
easywash365+ wash brushes - large areas are completely clean from now on! 297
Flat jet lances 292
Further information about high pressure nozzles 278
Further information about high pressure nozzles 279
High pressure nozzles 276-277
High pressure telescopic lances 302
hydroblade® Nozzle System 303
Lance clips 285
Mud suckers 295
Nozzle protector and nozzle holder 280
Quick connect nozzle set by Suttner 294
Quick connect spray nozzles by Spraying Systems 293
Quick connect spray nozzles with hardened stainless steel insert 293
Rotating brushes 299
Rotating nozzles 290
Sandblast kits 300-301
Self-service lances 300
Spray width depending on spray angle and distance 279
ST-33 High Pressure Filter 283
ST-559 Suttner rotating nozzles with carbide insert 282
Suttner rotating nozzles in different colours 283
Suttner rotating nozzles with ceramic insert 281-289
Suttner rotating nozzles without plastic cap 283
Telescopic lances and wash brushes 296
Tip cleaner 277
Vario nozzles and triple nozzles 290-291
Vorwerk lances & wash brushes 298
Wall cleaner 302
Wash brushes 297